SENATE RESOLUTION #1583

Title: Stop Proposed Budget Reductions

Introduced: October 27, 1987

Thesis: To promote and preserve the quality education at the University of Wyoming

Sponsors: Donna Crail, Jennifer Gras, Kathy Brunett Schrawyer, Jaimie Bright

1. Be it resolved by the Associated Students of the University of Wyoming
2. Student Senate that: whereas the proposed seven percent budget reduc-
3. tions at the University of Wyoming will severely limit educational oppor-
4. tunities and thus drastically reduce the quality of education; whereas
5. the reduction and/or elimination of vital student services will nega-
6. tively affect the well-being of the student population; whereas the
7. existing high level of faculty attrition will further the decline of
8. quality education and raise already high levels of student and faculty
9. apathy and frustration due to an inadequately supported educational
10. process; whereas the proposed reductions will eliminate jobs in an al-
11. ready economically depressed university community and the state; where-
12. as the University of Wyoming is the only four year institution in the
13. state of Wyoming and should be of such high caliber that students at-
14. tend the University of Wyoming and remain in the state by choice rather
15. than by default; and whereas future students will pay more money for
16. lower quality education; they support and endorse the efforts by the
17. President of the University of Wyoming and the student body to stop
18. the proposed seven percent budget reductions.
Referred to: Committee of the Whole

Date of Passage: November 3, 1987 Signed

[Signature]
ASUW Senate Chairperson

"Being enacted on November 3, 1987, I do hereby sign my name hereto and approve this Senate action."

[Signature]
ASUW President
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